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Forty years of World Bank bonds 
in Japan
by Yoshiyuki Arima, Michael Bennett and Andrea Dore1, World Bank

The World Bank’s lending to Japan focused on three

distinct areas that were critical to the country’s programme

to rapidly rebuild its economy: (i) power generation;

(ii) heavy industrial production; and (iii) transportation.

The World Bank’s first loan, in 1953, helped Japan rebuild

its basic electrical power capacity by financing electric

power generation projects carried out by Kansai Electric,

Kyushu Electric and Chubu Electric. Later, the World Bank

financed six more power projects, five of which involved

hydro-electricity, including the construction of the Kurobe

No. 4 Dam and the Arimine Dam. 

To assist in the reconstruction of Japan’s heavy industrial

capacity, World Bank loans provided financing for

companies such as Kawasaki Steel, Mitsubishi

Shipbuilding and the Toyota Motor Company. In the

transportation sector, World Bank loans aided in the

construction of the national highway system, including the

Meishin and Tomei expressways, as well as the

development of the first bullet train (shinkansen) line.

Japan grew at a very fast pace in the 1960s and became an

industrialised nation with high employment, a high

standard of living and a high savings rate. The World

Bank’s final loan to Japan was signed in 1966 and, by

1971, Japan completed the transition from being a

borrower from the World Bank to being a source of

2011 marks the 40th anniversary of the first public bond issue by the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the ‘World
Bank’) in Japan. That issue, a JPY11bn bond launched in June 1971,
represented an important step in the evolution of the World Bank’s
relationship with Japan. Japan became a member of the World Bank in 1952,
and throughout the 1950s and 1960s, as Japan relied on capital inflows to
rebuild from the devastation of World War II, the World Bank provided
more than US$850m of loans to the country. In all, the World Bank made
more than 30 loans to Japan during that time, funding important economic
development projects throughout the country.
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funding for the institution. Since the World Bank’s

inaugural bond issue in the country, Japan has become

one of the most important markets in the world for World

Bank bonds. Over the last 40 years, approximately

US$150bn of World Bank bonds have been bought by

Japanese institutional and individual investors.

The changing menu of World Bank
debt products for Japanese investors

While the Japanese capital market has remained a

consistent source of demand for World Bank debt products

during the past 40 years, the types of products the World

Bank has offered to Japanese investors have evolved over

time. This evolution has been driven by shifting investor

preference for different structures, currencies and forms of

debt products, as well as by changes in market regulation

and capital market innovations. The World Bank has

always been quick to respond to these changes and, in the

process, has been a leader in introducing new products to

the Japanese capital market.

When the World Bank issued its first public bond to

Japanese investors in 1971, the Japanese yen was not yet

an international currency, and the Japanese capital market

was still in a nascent state. That bond was one of the first

‘samurai’ bonds ever issued – samurai bond being the

name applied to a Japanese yen-denominated bond issued

in the domestic Japanese market by a foreign issuer (see

Exhibit 1).

The World Bank’s inaugural samurai bond helped develop

this new market and paved the way for the first sovereign

samurai issue (by Australia in 1972) and eventually for the

first corporate samurai issue (by Sears in 1979).2 The World

Bank continued to be an active issuer of samurai bonds

throughout most of the 1970s and the first half of the

1980s (and continues to issue samurai bonds on occasion

today if this format is requested by investors). 

During the same period, the World Bank also regularly

borrowed from Japanese commercial and trust banks in the

form of syndicated loans. A syndicated loan was the

preferred form of World Bank debt product for many

Japanese banks during that time, primarily because of the

constraints they faced on dealing in bonds and other

securities.

Then, in 1985, following moves by the Japanese

government to encourage greater internationalisation of

the Japanese yen and liberalise the Japanese capital

market, the World Bank became the first issuer of a

‘shogun’ bond (a foreign currency denominated bond

issued in the domestic Japanese market). The bond, which

was denominated in US dollars, marked the beginning of a

long history of the World Bank introducing products to

allow Japanese investors to diversify their currency

exposure, which continues today. Two years later, the

19

Samurai bond certificate from 1972 Exhibit 1

Source: World Bank
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World Bank introduced its first ‘daimyo’ bond (a yen-

denominated bond that settles through European clearing

systems). Five years later, in 1992, the World Bank issued

the world’s first Japanese yen-denominated global bond (a

bond that settles through clearing systems in multiple

geographical locations).3

Over the last two decades, the World Bank has also been

one of the largest issuers of ‘uridashi’ bonds to Japanese

retail investors. The majority of uridashi bonds are simple

fixed rate bonds that are denominated in foreign

currencies. Having faced many years of extremely low

domestic interest rates, Japanese investors are attracted to

uridashi bonds denominated in foreign currencies that

offer significantly higher rates of interest than they can

achieve with Japanese yen investments. The currencies

that predominate in this retail investor-driven market have

changed over time as interest rates fluctuate and different

countries or regions of the world gain or lose popularity

with Japanese investors. At different times over the last

two decades, US dollars, British pounds, Canadian dollars,

euros, Australian dollars, New Zealand dollars, South

African rand, and Brazilian reais have been popular

currencies for World Bank uridashi bonds.

The World Bank has also been an active issuer of structured

notes in Japan during the past two decades. Whereas

uridashi bonds are largely sold to retail investors, structured

notes are intended for institutional investors that have the

requisite sophistication to understand the market risks

embedded in the structures. The types of structures the

World Bank has issued for Japanese investors have varied

over time based on changing investor appetite. For example,

when large numbers of institutional investors have been

bullish on equity prices, equity-linked structured notes have

been popular. Other World Bank structured notes have

allowed investors to express their views on exchange rates,

interest rates and the slope of the yield curve.

The most recent addition to the range of World Bank debt

products that are available to Japanese investors are two

open-ended investment trust funds that invest entirely in

World Bank bonds. These funds are managed by Nikko

Asset Management (‘Nikko AM’) and sold to Japanese

investors by more than 65 banks and securities firms all

around Japan. The first of these funds was established in

2007 and is known as the World Supporter Fund. The fund

invests in World Bank bonds denominated in, or linked to,

a wide and well-diversified range of emerging market

currencies, including Chilean pesos, South African rand,

Turkish lira and Malaysian ringgits (Exhibit 2). The second

fund, which was set up in 2010, invests in World Bank

‘green bonds’ (bonds for which the proceeds are used to

support projects aimed at tackling the causes and

consequences of climate change).

These examples illustrate that the range of debt products

the World Bank has offered to Japanese investors during

the past 40 years has evolved continuously. The products

have included samurai bonds, syndicated loans, shogun

bonds, daimyo bonds, global bonds, uridashi bonds,

structured notes and investment trusts, and the currencies

have shifted from solely Japanese yen in the 1970s, to a

mix of Japanese yen and US dollars, to an enormous

variety of currencies from A (Australian dollars) to Z

(Zambian kwacha) in the current decade. 

Currency composition of the World
Supporter Fund (as of August, 2011) Exhibit 2

Source: World Bank
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The common theme that runs through this four-decade

long history is that the World Bank has continually created

new and innovative financial products that respond to

market developments and changing Japanese investor

preferences. The World Bank has maintained a constant

and deep presence in the Japanese capital market since its

first samurai bond, working in partnership with over 100

Japanese banks and securities firms, from Hokkaido to

Okinawa, whose hard work and innovative thinking have

been invaluable to the success of the World Bank’s

borrowing programme in Japan.

The new generation of World Bank
debt products in Japan – ‘green
investments’

Recently, ‘socially responsible’ or ‘sustainable’ investing

(i.e., integrating social and environmental concerns into

investment decisions) has become increasingly popular

with Japanese investors. There has been a particularly

strong demand for investment products that have a

positive environmental impact and, in the fixed income

market, the World Bank has been a leader in meeting this

demand.

The World Bank issued its first environment focused bond

in Japan in June 2008. The bond, which is denominated in

US dollars, pays a coupon that is linked to: (i) the future

performance of the market price for certified emission

reductions of carbon issued under the Kyoto Protocol

(‘CERs’); and (ii) the actual volume of CERs generated by a

hydropower plant located in the Guizhou Province in China.

Known as the ‘World Bank Co2L Bond’ (or ‘Cool Bond’), the

issue was the first uridashi bond ever to be linked to CERs.

Following on the success of that bond, in the same year

the World Bank issued a second bond that had a similar

structure, but was linked to a bio-energy project in

Malaysia. These two bonds allowed Japanese investors to

participate indirectly in the success of projects that aim to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the Asian region.

The growing demand for environment friendly investment

products in Japan also led the World Bank to issue its first

‘green bond’ to Japanese investors in 2010.4 World Bank

green bonds support projects in the World Bank’s client

countries that meet specific criteria for low carbon

development, and therefore provide a perfect opportunity

for Japanese investors to support climate change solutions

through their investment decisions. Since the initial issue

in Japan, green bonds have been bought by many types of

Japanese investors, including institutional investors (in

particular regional banks) that have highlighted their

purchase of World Bank green bonds as part of their

corporate social responsibility programmes. 

In addition, as described earlier, Nikko AM launched a

World Bank Green Bond Fund in 2010. The fund is

comprised of World Bank green bonds that are

denominated in a variety of developed and developing

market currencies, including Australian dollars, Mexican

pesos and Norwegian kroner.

Conclusion: the World Bank and
Japan – a successful development
partnership

The relationship between the World Bank and the Japanese

society is an example of an extremely successful

development partnership. Over a 13-year period in the

1950s and 1960s, the World Bank provided loans to Japan

that helped the country recover and rebuild from the

damage caused by World War II.5 The reconstruction of the

Japanese economy was so successful that just a few years

after Japan signed its last loan from the World Bank, Japan

had become an important source of funding for the

institution. In fact, within a few years of the first samurai

issue, Japan was a net creditor of the World Bank, with the

amount of outstanding World Bank debt held by Japanese

institutions and individuals exceeding the outstanding

balance of World Bank loans to the country.

In addition to becoming an important market for World

Bank debt, Japan became an increasingly important

development partner for the World Bank over the past four

decades in other ways as well. In 1970, Japan went from

being the seventh to the fifth largest shareholder in the
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